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Before	you	Begin:	
Assembling PDF pattern: 

- Print pattern pieces at 100% scale. 
- Assemble pages, overlapping to meet pattern lines. (Finished pattern will be 2 X 6 pages 

placed down in Landscape).  
- Tape pages together. 
- Cut out pattern pieces.  

Pieces needed for Unicorn:                                      Pieces needed for Dinosaur:                
4 Hood Side pieces (2 exterior fabric, 2 lining)              4 Hood Side pieces (2 exterior fabric, 2 lining)      
4 Hood Back pieces (2 exterior fabric, 2 lining)             4 Hood Back pieces (2 exterior fabric,  2 lining)      
2 Pockets                                                                              2 Pockets                   
2 Ear pieces cut out of outer ear fabric                          2 of each Dino Spike    
2 Ear pieces cut out of inner ear fabric                          2 of each Dino Spike out of interfacing 
4 Ear pieces cut out of interfacing 
3 Mane pieces cut out of same or varied colors  
 
*Transfer all placement lines to fabric pieces.  
 
Fabric Key:   Right Side     Wrong Side 

                                         

 
Seam allowance: 1/2 in. (1.3 cm) 
 
Lining	Layout	(Unicorn	&	Dinosaur):	
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Step 1  

Flip the top of the pockets down 1 in. (2.5 cm). 
Pin and sew 3/4 in. (2 cm) from folded edge.  

 

 

                        

 

Step 2 

With right sides facing up, line up Pockets to the 
bottom of Hood Side Pieces. Baste around outer 
edges to hold in place.  

 

Step 3 (Unicorn Ears, Dino hat skip to step 13) 

Iron or baste on interfacing pieces to wrong side 
of all 4 Ear pieces. 

Place inner Ears on outer Ears with right sides 
together.   

          

Pin and sew aroung top edges, leaving bottom 
open. 

           

Step 4 (Ears Continued) 

Cut notches in seam allowance. Be careful not to 
cut stitching.  

          

                    

Flip right side out.        
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Step 8 (Mane) 

Get out your Mane pieces. You will now be cutting strands of hair into them.   

Carefully cut strips with scissors, or rotary blade, in each Mane piece every 1/4 in (6mm), leaving 1/2 
in. (1.3cm) of the straight edge in-tact.  

 

            

 

Step 9 (Mane Continued) 

With one hand holding the straight edge, pinch each strand with the other hand and pull, sliding to 
the end. This will stretch, thin, and slightly curl each 1/4 in. (6mm) strip.  

 


